The "Ring" method: a semi-empirical method to calculate dose distributions of irregularly shaped photon beams.
The "Ring" method provides a fast dose calculation and isodose presentation for photon beams with blocks. The method takes into account the change in scatter due to the blocks at each calculation point. Firstly, the dose in a point is calculated assuming that no blocks are present. Secondly, the scatter reduction caused by the blocks is calculated and subtracted. To determine the scatter reduction the irradiated surface is divided in concentric rings around a point at the surface at the intersection with a ray line between focus and calculation point. The scatter reduction caused by blocks for each ring is calculated. The effect of scatter for rings with an outer radius greater than 15 cm where the scatter contribution is less than 1.0% is neglected. Results of the method for 4 MV photons using eight rings are presented. Comparison of dose measurements with calculations in an arrow-shaped photon field showed maximum deviations of 4.0%, using the IRREG program of Cunningham, 6.5% using the BLKINP program of Schlegel, which is based on Clarkson's method, 5.0% using the method of Wrede and 2.2% using the "Ring" method. Contrary to the first two calculation programs, the programs using the last two calculation methods provide isodose lines dose values at points.